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More international students choose Stockholm
Nearly 9,300 international students study at Stockholm's 18 universities and colleges.
This means that the number has increased by 14 percent in the last two years,
compared with 8 percent in Sweden during the same period. International students
make up almost 10 percent of Stockholm students, and most can be found at
Stockholm University. Read more »

29

SAVE THE DATE: Orientation Week
Next Orientation Week for international students starts on Wednesday
29 August. Read more »

AUG

EDUCATION

Master’s Fair at Stockholm
University 13 November

GDPR and Stockholm University
Privacy Policy

Welcome to a Master’s Fair at
Stockholm University campus where
you will meet representatives from our
master’s programmes and departments,
and learn more about how to apply for a
master at our university. More
information about where you can meet
Stockholm University abroad next
semester, meet us around the world!

Stockholm University treats personal
information in accordance with
Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the
European Parliament (GDPR) and
supplementary national legislation on
data privacy. Learn more »

RESEARCH

Connecting the sea to the sky in the high Arctic
How important is marine microbiology to clouds in the summertime high Arctic and
how important is this connection for climate in the region? This is a key focus of a
research expedition on the Swedish icebreaker Oden that will take place in the high
Arctic this summer where Stockholm University will take a leading role. Learn more »

To manage the cocktail effect
What happens when we are exposed to
many chemicals in a complex mix? Who
is responsible for the mixture? And how
does it affect people, animals and the
environment? Researchers at Stockholm
University will propose strategies for
taking into account the cocktail effect in
the chemicals legislation. Learn more »

A new puzzle piece to control
the aging related diseases
A basic discovery of how the cellular
functions are connected to control aging
is presented in the journal Cell
Metabolism. The study shows that an
increasingly deteriorating
communication between the cells'
organelles is an important cause of
aging. Learn more »

SWEDEN & STOCKHOLM

22
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Midsummer in Sweden
In mid-june, Swedes celebrate Midsummer, the most Swedish tradition
of them all. What do you know about the Midsummer celebrations in
Sweden? Learn more »
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